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Consumer Futures 2020 has been led by Forum for the Future in partnership with Sainsbury’s and Unilever.

Forum for the Future
Forum for the Future is a non-profit organisation working globally with business and government to create a sustainable future. We aim to transform the critical systems that we all depend on, such as food, energy and finance, to make them fit for the challenges of the 21st century. We have 15 years’ experience inspiring new thinking, building creative partnerships and developing practical innovations to change our world. www.forumforthefuture.org.

Sainsbury’s
J Sainsbury plc was founded in the UK in 1869 and today operates a total of 934 stores comprising 557 supermarkets and 377 convenience stores. The Sainsbury’s brand is built upon a heritage of providing customers with healthy, safe, fresh and tasty food. Quality and fair prices go hand-in-hand with a responsible approach to business. Sainsbury’s stores have a particular emphasis on fresh food, and we strive to innovate continuously and improve products in line with our customer needs. We now serve over 22 million customers a week and have a market share of over 16 per cent. Our large stores offer around 30,000 products and we offer complementary non-food products and services in many of our stores. An internet-based home delivery shopping service is also available to nearly 93 per cent of UK households. We employ over 150,000 colleagues. www.sainsburys.co.uk.

Unilever
Unilever is one of the world’s leading suppliers of fast-moving consumer goods. Consumers buy 170 billion Unilever packs around the world every year, and our products are used over two billion times a day. Our portfolio includes some of the world’s most loved brands including Knorr, Hellmann’s, PG Tips, Lipton, Dove, Vaseline, Persil, Cif, Flora and Marmite. We have around 167,000 employees in over 100 countries, and generated annual sales of €44.3 billion in 2010. For more information please visit www.unilever.com and www.sustainable-living.unilever.com.

To find out more and download the Consumer Futures toolkit go to: http://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/consumer-futures/overview
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Sainsbury’s, Unilever and Forum for the Future have jointly produced Consumer Futures as a practical tool to help organisations throughout the global consumer goods industry to prepare for the future. We want to help them explore how consumer expectations and behaviour will change and use these new insights to take the lead in driving forward sustainable consumption.

We have combined our knowledge of product value chains, consumer demand, behaviour change and sustainability to produce four plausible, provocative scenarios which explore possible patterns of consumption in 2020. Brands are used to drawing on recent market data and near-term market projections to help develop products and services but this tends to encourage only incremental change. By looking further ahead and understanding what the future may hold, we can identify risks and opportunities and even how we can help shape that future. We plan to use the scenarios and accompanying tools to inspire innovation, inform business strategy and develop sustainable business models. We urge you to do the same.

We hope you find Consumer Futures provocative and inspiring. We look forward to sharing our sustainable innovations as we develop them, and hope Consumer Futures will help the consumer goods industry to make a fundamental shift towards sustainable consumption.

We can be sure of one thing about the future: it will be radically different from today. The global recession shows how quickly things can change – and we face much greater challenges to our economy and way of life, such as scarcity of key resources, rapid population growth, climate change and loss of biodiversity. These problems of sustainability affect our consumers and suppliers around the globe and are putting ever-increasing pressure on our business models. They make it essential for us to reorient our global economy around sustainable, low-carbon patterns of consumption.

Over the next 10 years we can expect major changes to the consumer retail sector. Demand for basic resources such as oil, water and staple crops is likely to increase and prices will rise. Consumers’ behaviour and expectations will change: we expect growing demand for manufacturers and retailers to operate responsibly and to demonstrate this through transparent value chains. Successful brands will need to innovate to meet challenges like these, develop sustainable products, services and business models, and work with consumers to make them a success.

This represents a huge opportunity for forward-thinking brands to position themselves at the heart of the new, green economy, evolving the market to meet consumer needs in different, sustainable ways. Many brands have built a trusted relationship with millions of consumers, and with it brand loyalty, which can last a lifetime. We believe this gives them both the power and the responsibility to help people lead better, more sustainable lives. In fact, it’s hard to see sustainable consumption becoming mainstream unless brands take the lead.
“Consumers of the future will think, act and live very differently from how they do now. As such, Consumer Futures is a fascinating and useful insight that can help brands position themselves and their products to meet these new consumer needs. With the recent launch of our 2020 sustainability plan we are responding to these changes. Leadership is crucial to helping customers change to more sustainable behaviours and we are delighted to have worked with both Unilever and Forum for the Future on creating this valuable insight.”

Justin King, Chief Executive, J Sainsbury plc

We are pleased to have been able to work with Forum for the Future and Sainsbury’s on Consumer Futures to help us in doing this.”

Amanda Sourry, Chairman, Unilever UK & Ireland

“Companies will have to change the way they do business, to deliver long-term sustainable growth. The old model of ever-greater consumption, with growth at any price, is broken. Companies that succeed in the future will be those that reduce their environmental impact while increasing their social and economic impacts. This will only be possible if we find new ways of doing business and this is why Unilever introduced its Sustainable Living Plan which sets out a more sustainable business model.

It will become ever-more important for us to anticipate the future needs and expectations of our consumers so that we can drive sustainable growth and ensure our own long term future.

Dr Sally Uren, Deputy CEO, Forum for the Future

“Consumer Futures shows that mainstream sustainable consumption doesn’t have to remain a pipedream. By exploring how key environmental, economic and social trends might play out over the next few years, we have created four possible future worlds which focus on consumers’ attitudes and purchasing behaviours. In each scenario, external social and environmental pressures drive sustainable goods and services into the mainstream, whether or not consumers actively demand them and regardless of whether the global economy is thriving or subdued. Consumer Futures shows that there is a clear opportunity, today, for smart brands and businesses to make money by accelerating the transition to a sustainable future. This will mean making it easy for consumers to go green by offering products and services which are not just better for the environment but healthier, cheaper and longer-lasting.”

Dr Sally Uren, Deputy CEO, Forum for the Future
Retail businesses are used to responding to consumer demand, or ‘pull’ – it is their principal business driver – but this will not deliver the radical changes we need to create a prosperous, resource-efficient world. Most consumers don’t have enough information, opportunity or motivation to make sustainable choices about how they buy and use products, so ‘green’ or ‘sustainable’ consumption is still niche, and companies make only incremental improvements. Leading brands need to take the initiative and work together to stimulate consumer pull on sustainability and make sustainable consumption mainstream. Consumer Futures 2020 aims to help them do just that.

In developed nations we live in an unprecedented world of super-consumption. Our economy demands that we consume to keep it growing healthily. Every day marketing campaigns whisper “buy-me, buy-me”, and before we know it our homes are filled with ‘stuff’, much of which we quickly forget. We love to consume, and it is firmly engrained as a social norm – a (sometimes) fun, (mostly) daily activity that the majority of us partake in. Globally, we already consume 30% more resources each year than our planet can replenish. Developed nations are the worst offenders: if everyone consumed at European rates we would need three planets; Americans have a five-planet lifestyle.¹

It’s clear we cannot go on this way. We face unprecedented challenges, such as accelerating climate change, loss of biodiversity, rising social inequalities, rapid population growth, and growing demand for water and key commodities. The UK Government, for example, has set the most challenging, legally binding carbon reduction target any country has made thus far – 50% reduction of emissions by 2025. And the global emissions target as recommended by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is 80% reduction by 2050.² We must adapt our societies and economies to sustainable patterns of consumption – low if not zero-carbon, resource-efficient and profitable – as soon as we can.

what is consumer futures?

Consumer Futures 2020 is designed as a practical tool to help organisations throughout the global consumer goods industry plan for the future. It contains four different but entirely plausible scenarios which explore how patterns of consumption and consumer behaviour may have changed by 2020.

The scenarios are **not intended to be predictions or visions of desired futures**. They look at how global trends may change our world and the consumer goods industry, and how sustainable products, services and business models could become mainstream. For example, in the scenarios we share examples of products and services with greatly reduced impacts in the use-phase, and where take-back schemes at the end of product life are the norm. Many of the examples of sustainable consumption featured in Consumer Futures already exist, but are still niche. Others were generated through the project process, which involved updating a set of scenarios describing possible futures for the retail sector first published in 2007 (Retail Futures). None of the ideas, fictional brands or stories in any of the Consumer Futures materials are predictions of what the future will hold – they are simply designed to bring the scenarios to life.

Future scenarios are an invaluable tool for forward-thinking businesses to use when planning ahead. They help identify risks and opportunities, inform strategy development, and stimulate innovation. Sainsbury’s and Unilever are already using them to explore new ways of collaborating on initiatives that will deliver sustainability and commercial benefit to both organisations.
how to use the scenarios
The scenarios are accompanied by a toolkit which provides clear guidance, methods and tools to help make best use of the scenarios. It includes six sketched-up products and services for each scenario illustrating how brands may meet consumer needs in 2020; a set of personas which can be used to analyse the scenarios from different consumer perspectives; and a set of indicators setting the context for each scenario, for example the price of oil and consumer attitudes to environmental issues.

We envisage that Consumer Futures will be used by businesses internally, particularly across R&D, Innovation and Marketing, and externally, to collaborate with suppliers, and also by consultancies working with businesses, as a creative way to engage teams and individuals on the exciting opportunities ahead for sustainability.

The scenarios are developed from Forum for the Future’s four ‘Retail Futures’ scenarios, published in 2007 after extensive desk research and interviews with retail experts. We have updated these to reflect changes over the past four years and to make them more consumer-focused. We have also incorporated insights from interviews and workshops with senior business leaders at Sainsbury’s and Unilever.

We have developed the scenarios based on UK consumption patterns, but with strong input from global trends which impact the complex supply chains that deliver products and services to the market daily.

The scenarios and toolkit are therefore applicable and relevant to any developed economy, such as that of Europe and the USA.

“Marketers have woken up to the responsibilities and opportunities from sustainability. All they need now is the right tools. Consumer Futures will act as prompt to stimulate and interrogate thinking and provides a rich resource for our clients, as well as for us at Dragon Rouge, to develop the brands and innovations that will thrive in a sustainable future.”

Dorothy Mackenzie, Chairman, Dragon Rouge
scenarios

The Consumer Futures scenarios present plausible future developments, exploring the challenges and opportunities the consumer goods industry may face in 2020.

We base all our scenarios on a set of certainties and uncertainties. This allows us to explore the way powerful trends may play out and interact to shape our future.

aspects of the future we can be sure about

We can be confident that some trends will be a part of any future. For example, there is consistent research indicating a significant growth in the global population. Three trends feature in every scenario.

- **Demographic change.** We expect there to be over half a billion extra people living on our planet in the next 10 years, with global population projected to grow from 6.9 billion to reach 7.6 billion by 2020.³

- **Accelerating impacts of climate change.** There is a lag between emissions of greenhouse gases and their impact on the climate, so most of the change in climate that we will experience in 2020 will be the result of emissions that have already happened. So, we can be sure that our climate will continue to change and cause real disruption, for example through a growing number of extreme weather events. This may have limited impact on countries such as the UK and the USA but it will have serious consequences for the global value chains we depend on to supply many of our products. This is likely to disrupt retailers’ ability to meet market demand.

- **Rising costs of major resources.** We expect the cost of key resources such as wheat, oil, water and energy to rise in many places as demand grows and supplies fail to keep pace. These resources are already highly volatile – the price of wheat, for example, doubled between June 2010 and January 2011.⁴

aspects of the future we are less sure about

Many of the differences across the four scenarios are the result of factors we are less sure of. For example, in 2020, will the majority of people be willing to make lifestyle and consumption choices that reduce environmental impacts, or will business and brands quietly deliver sustainability to their consumers without asking for big lifestyle changes? Will we see a shift in values, with people concerned less with material goods and more with wellbeing and quality of life? Will consumers still have strong relationships with global brands, or will local brands and communities be more important? The scenarios explore what different worlds might look like across a range of possibilities.

- **Where will the responsibility lie for driving sustainable consumption?** We know that over the life cycle of many products the biggest environmental impacts are during the ‘consumer use phase’, for example in heating the water to shower and wash clothes; this

³ Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/unpp/p2k0data.asp

In order to create our scenarios, we took the two least certain trends with the greatest impact on the future of the consumer goods industry:

- **Prosperous vs Less prosperous** – by 2020 will our economy be flourishing or subdued?
- **Do-it-yourself vs Do-it-for-me** – will consumers take the initiative to satisfy their needs or expect brands to do this for them?

We used these to create a two-by-two matrix, which in turn enabled us to create the scenarios exploring how these trends could play out, as illustrated below.

accounts for 68% of the greenhouse gas footprint of Unilever’s portfolio of products. We also know that, in developed countries, consumer awareness of organic and fair trade food, ethical clothing, car-sharing and so on is higher than it ever has been, and yet not, by any means, mainstream. We cannot be certain whether mainstream consumers will want to choose sustainable options for themselves, or whether they will want brands and companies to ‘do it for them’. One way or another, consumer behaviour needs to change, but we cannot suggest how, with any certainty.

**Society’s response to resource scarcity and climate change.** This will depend on many factors including the willingness of people and businesses to change their behaviour, the availability of technological solutions and the ability of global leaders to reach collective agreements on climate change targets.

**Legislation.** This is already a big driver of change in the retail sector but we cannot be sure which direction it will take over the next 10 years. Future global trade agreements, for example, will be highly influential. Another key question is how far standardisation around labelling and environmental and social regulation will go.
‘My way’ is a high-tech world, with a prosperous and entrepreneurial economy dominated by community-based trade. Smart products promote patterns of consumption that use less energy and water and generate less CO₂. Many fresh products come in smart packaging that keeps them refrigerated and changes colour when they pass the use-by date.

‘From me to you’ is a world where communities, collaboration and innovative business models facilitate low-carbon lifestyles. The economy is subdued and uncertain and consumers feel business is failing to deliver on the challenges faced by society. Peer-to-peer lending exchanges are common, for example, where property owners band together to loan money for mortgages.

‘Sell it to me’ is a personalised consumer world in a flourishing global economy which is dominated by brands. Innovative products provide personal health solutions, for example clothes impregnated with vitamins, or shampoo lather that changes colour to indicate mineral deficiencies.

‘I’m in your hands’ is a tightly regulated world in which consumers trust brands to provide what’s best for them and for the environment. The economy is recovering from recession but growth is low and credit is tight. Consumers might be fitting their homes with entirely brand-sponsored bathrooms that provide them with personalised supplies of branded toiletries on demand.
The Consumer Futures scenarios help us understand what mainstream sustainable consumption could look like. None of them portray a world where consumption is truly sustainable, but in each scenario social and environmental pressures have made aspects of it commonplace.

But first, what do we mean by sustainable consumption? There are umpteen definitions out there. We think sustainable consumption is characterised by, but not limited to, the following features:

- **Smart growth**, where economic growth is not delivered at the expense of the environment, and where the overall environmental footprint of business has reduced. Smart growth is characterised by ‘decoupling’ commercial success from environmental impact, often by delivering more economic value per unit of resource used.

- **Smart use**, where impacts associated with product use and disposal are minimal. It is characterised by closed loops, or even open loops, where someone’s waste is another’s raw material; take-back schemes, where used goods return to the manufacturer; product to service shifts; and different ownership models – consumers don’t need to possess something just to derive a benefit.

- **A better choice of choice**, where the unsustainable product or service is no longer available and consumers are choosing within a set of sustainable options. The concept of consumer sovereignty – where we all have a free choice – is a fiction. By deciding what to stock, and what to make, retailers and manufacturers have already made choices on behalf of their consumers.

- **Positive social impact**, where what and how we buy promotes wellbeing in individuals, communities and supply chains. Right now, we know that simply buying more and more ‘stuff’, doesn’t make us any happier, and certainly doesn’t promote community cohesion. In fact, analysis of the recent civil unrest in the UK, tells us that the pursuit of shiny ‘stuff’ can be an indication of communities in distress. So, smart consumption involves transactions for goods and services that have a positive social benefit, where novelty and implied personal status are far less important than they are today.
Happily, there are aspects of sustainable consumption in all four Consumer Futures scenarios for the world of 2020:

- **In ‘My way’,** mainstream consumers are buying locally and strengthening local economies. Vertical farming is widespread, producing more food per unit of land. This approach also has a positive social benefit, providing local employment to the homeless. And sustainable living is high-tech and easy; products such as the personal energy micro-manager help reduce energy consumption and build personal relationships via on-line competitions.

- **In ‘Sell it to me’,** personal responsibility for sustainability is relatively low, but, driven by a global deal on climate change and resource scarcity, brands and business have taken a lot of the hard work out of being sustainable. Retailers have responded to external pressures and offer a ‘better choice of choice’, and smart products and services are commonplace – all designed to reduce in-use impacts. However, the desire for personalised products, if not delivered through highly sustainable manufacturing processes, means that this world isn’t on a guaranteed trajectory towards delivering mainstream sustainable consumption.

- **In ‘From me to you’,** communities are again strengthened by local food and energy production. In this world, resources are valued much more highly than today because they are scarce and expensive, and there is little or no waste. Goods exchanges are mainstream, encouraging recycling and reuse of goods and resources, from fridges to grey water.

- **Finally, in ‘I’m in your hands’,** the product to service shift has mainstreamed. Retailers and brands lease a lifetime’s supply of key goods, and now provide heat, water and nutrition. Strict government legislation and economies of scale mean that these leasing models are highly sustainable. The consumer again expects government and business to take the lead on sustainability, but awareness of sustainability issues is much higher than today, with a ‘waste not, want not’ attitude prevailing.
Companies should be ready to innovate, and to develop, trial and learn from experimenting with new, sustainable business models. The companies that do this today will be the ones profiting tomorrow.

**Work with your value chain to find new solutions**
Manufacturers and retailers operate in a complex system, and the challenges of shifting to sustainable consumption are too great for any organisation on its own. Consumer Futures itself is an example of how businesses are starting to collaborate, a global fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) company joining up with a major national retailer to develop sustainable initiatives that will deliver mutual commercial benefit.

In all of our future scenarios, value chains are under huge pressure to be more resource-efficient, security of supply of raw materials is an even bigger challenge than today, and, in two of the scenarios, long linear supply chains which criss-cross the globe have been superseded by shorter, more local supply chains. In these scenarios, the boundaries between the producer and consumer have blurred, and we see more circular and sometimes simpler value chains.

Companies should collaborate across their value chain, incentivising farmers, suppliers, designers, producers, retailers and others to work with them to find innovative solutions to bringing goods and services to market.

**Take innovative business models to market**
In all of our scenarios, brands and businesses have evolved and adapted their new business models to address challenges such as resource scarcity, changing consumer demands and building resilience into value chains threatened by the accelerating impacts of climate change. Many of the successful ones have shifted from selling products to selling services, giving consumers access to what they need, without the material ownership.

To succeed in all four of our scenarios, business models need to be much more flexible than today. In each scenario we see consumers interacting with brands in very different ways: in ‘My way’ and ‘I’m in your hands’, the global brand generally rules, but in others tight regulatory frameworks or consumer pull have led to a more decentralised, local approach to consumption. They also need to face up to challenging questions. In a world where people buy directly from producers, for example, what will be the role of retailers and bricks and mortar stores?

Sainsbury’s, Unilever and Forum for the Future have collaborated to develop and refine the scenarios and the process has provoked discussion and debate about the future of consumption, how consumption and sustainability can merge profitably, and the impact this will have on businesses throughout the consumer goods industry.

We have analysed the scenarios to pull out key implications for businesses and brands today and drawn up five key recommendations for actions they should start taking now to prepare for a rapidly changing economic, environmental and social climate.

**recommendations**
Strengthen local brands and local production
There is no guarantee that global brands will continue to win the hearts and minds of consumers. In two of our scenarios, communities have built up resilient systems to source the products and services they need: in ‘My way’ they buy collectively directly from producers to save money; in ‘From me to you’ they have a system of peer-to-peer exchange and trade.

While some supply chains will always be global (such as for tea and cocoa), brands that embrace and boost local production and have a local authentic story will resonate with consumers. Even in the absence of consumer demand for locally resonant brands, strengthening local production will also reduce the risk of supply chain disruption from resource shortages and climate impacts.

Build up long-term trust through transparency
Consumers can find information on the origins of products and services more easily than ever before thanks to social media and advances in information and communication technology (ICT), and this trend is likely to continue. Businesses are unable to keep environmental or social skeletons in their closets in any of our scenarios. In three of them, consumer demand for product knowledge and regulations that require openness and transparency have changed the business landscape significantly. In this world, ‘green’ and ‘ethical’ are no longer niche, and robust standards on environmental and social performance are mainstreamed into everyday products and services.

Companies should prepare for a world where society demands absolute transparency from brands. Businesses which open up their value chains for scrutiny now will earn the most trust from consumers.

Use the power of marketing to accelerate sustainability
Don’t wait for consumers to demand more sustainable products and services. In all four scenarios, external social and environmental trends drive sustainable consumption into the mainstream, whether or not consumers actively demand sustainable goods and services.

Savvy brands will seize the opportunities that this brings today and make money by accelerating the transition to a more sustainable world. Some brands are beginning to have conversations with consumers on the sustainability agenda, but that tends to focus on today’s issues: too many marketing teams use yesterday’s insight data to make decisions about what tomorrow’s consumers will want.

In all of the scenarios, leading a sustainable lifestyle is much easier than today: for example, disposing of products at the end of their life is simple. Although consumer awareness of the issues varies, companies have made sustainability easy by offering consumers additional benefits such as efficiency, durability and improved nutrition. This duality of benefit is critical for brands and businesses to start to get right today.

Companies should use their marketing, communications and innovation skills to create consumer demand for sustainable and profitable products and services. Brands need to understand possible future consumer needs better and to positively influence the things that consumers buy and how they use and dispose of them.
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‘my way’ summary

1. the economy is... prosperous, and characterised by high levels of entrepreneurial activity

2. government is... limited in its role at national level, but more active at the local level

3. our society is... optimistic but individualistic and deeply divided between haves and have-nots

4. business and brands are... less powerful and forced to innovate constantly and to adapt to local needs... community-based trade dominates - often between communities in different parts of the world

5. we buy stuff from... individual producers around the globe, local brands and businesses, cooperatives and online exchanges... we particularly like ‘home-grown’ or locally produced products

6. our relationship with brands is... demanding and unpredictable, web-based, interactive, transparent and influenced by peer-to-peer recommendation

7. we use the internet and technology... to make our lives easier and to socialise, trade and protest with people around the world

8. we think that sustainability is... desirable in our local communities, but when it comes to global issues we often put the satisfaction of our own needs and wants before the greater good
'my way' indicators

**OIL**
Price of oil per barrel

- $155
- $124
- $93
- $62
- $31
- $0

2011 2020

**INEQUALITY**
UK index of inequality (Gini coefficient; high is less equal)

- 50%
- 40%
- 30%
- 20%
- 10%

2011 2020

**DEBT**
Average UK adult debt including mortgage

- £150k
- £100k
- £50k

2011 2020

**TRUST**
% of people who say that most people in their neighborhood can be trusted

- 70%
- 50%
- 30%

2011 2020

**FOOD IMPORTS**
% of food consumed in UK that is imported

- 65%
- 52%
- 39%

2011 2020

**SUPERMARKET POWER**
% of UK grocery market taken by top 4 supermarkets

- 90%
- 72%
- 54%

2011 2020

**ONLINE SPEND**
% spent online

- 30%
- 24%
- 18%

2011 2020

**NANOTECH**
Number of nanotech-based consumer products

- 9000
- 7200
- 5400

2011 2020

**HOUSEHOLD SPEND**
% of household expenditure that goes on food and (non-alcoholic) drink

- 30%
- 24%
- 18%

2011 2020

**ATTITUDES TO ENVIRONMENT**
% of people who say that environment/pollution should be a government priority

- 70%
- 56%
- 42%

2011 2020

---

UK index of inequality (Gini coefficient; high is less equal)

Average UK adult debt including mortgage

% of people who say that most people in their neighborhood can be trusted

% of food consumed in UK that is imported

% of UK grocery market taken by top 4 supermarkets

% spent online

Number of nanotech-based consumer products

% of household expenditure that goes on food and (non-alcoholic) drink

% of people who say that environment/pollution should be a government priority
All utility bills show household energy and water use compared with neighbours.

The ‘underground veg’ movement is established, employing homeless people to grow low-sunlight vegetables in formerly empty basements, to maximise the return on land rent while minimising food miles.

In the UK the 5th carbon budget is agreed, with regionally based carbon targets adopted - overseen by local governments.

Many citizens are now making money selling surplus produce via retail exchanges or local cooperatives.

Local and regional water budgets are introduced by many local governments.

A new nuclear power station opens in the UK, the first and only one built since the mid-nineties. Demand for centrally generated electricity is dropping significantly because of a revolution in micro-renewables.

Community groups successfully put pressure on local producers to stop trading goods above a certain level of embedded water and carbon.

A major manufacturer drops its global logo from its locally produced products and services.

An intelligent web-based advertising campaign for nappies morphs out of control, in response to negative customer feedback, and attacks the company it was supposed to be promoting.

A major supermarket switches from two central hubs in the UK to a local distribution model.

Across western economies GDP is approximately 30% higher in real terms than in 2011.

‘my way’
products and services

1. the ‘underground veg’ movement and high-rise farming
You can join the ‘underground veg’ movement, which employs homeless people to grow low-sunlight vegetables in formerly empty basements with the help of carefully positioned sun pipes. Buy a share in a new high-rise farm near you. Your money will help convert disused multi-storey car parks, old warehouses and the like into farms producing large amounts of high-quality fruit, vegetables, meat and eggs. Using hydroponics, advanced glass technology, renewable energy and climate control we can produce all this food right where people are living, in city centres and suburbs.

2. ‘scoff-ometer’ cutlery
Fond of eating but less fond of weight gain? Use ‘scoff-ometer’ cutlery to highlight when you’re eating a bit too fast or a bit too much. Its ‘scoffing’ monitor contains tiny sensors that vibrate gently to give you an early warning sign when you’re heading for heartburn or obesity— or both! ‘Scoff-ometer’ will gently encourage you to savour fewer mouthfuls.

3. personal energy micro-manager
Measurement is sexy now. How much energy am I using, how much carbon am I emitting— and is my way of doing it the best? Everyone wants to know, and this device gives you instant feedback. It’s networkable, too— so your friends can see how you’re doing, and compete with you.

4. ‘sunny side up’: ‘on the go’ solar chargers
Forgot to recharge everything before you left home? Or does your mobile super device eat up energy too fast during the day? The ‘sunny side up’ solar charger, easily built into clothing and bags, captures free energy for you and transmits it wirelessly to your personal device. With just a quick manoeuvre you can recharge as you walk or while sitting outside at a café.

5. ‘like-minded’: the ethical comparator app for your mobile
Be savvy about your shopping with ‘like-minded’, the must-have ethical comparator app. As trust in brands declines, we want smart ways of checking the origins and ethics of what we buy. Using this app, you can scan your mobile against the RFID chip in any product to watch live video streams of the product being made. That way, you can find out more about the working conditions in the place of origin and the resources used to make the product. The app also helps you find what’s being recommended by people who like the same products as you.

6. packaging that refrigerates
Smart packaging refrigerates. It’s powered by a tiny fuel cell, charged while the product is on the shelf of a store or warehouse, which gradually runs down until the product has passed its use-by date. A great solution for home storage, it frees up space in your fridge, and a chemical indicator within the packaging will change colour if the product has ‘gone off’ or become contaminated.

(Return to contents page)
The ‘underground veg’ movement and high-rise farming

.Products and services

1. Packaging that refrigerates

2. ‘Scoff-ometer’ cutlery

3. Personal energy micro-manager

4. ‘Sunny side up’: ‘on the go’ solar chargers

5. ‘Like-minded’: the ethical comparator app for your mobile

6. Shelf-life colour-changing indicator

Charged by tiny fuel cell

Solar charger built into clothing and bags

Find out what other people say around the world

Scan your mobile against the product

Wireless charging of personal devices

Like-minded: this bag made at the zero waste factory in china, the overtop rates and working hours and great there.

Rain says:

This bag is almost 100% reusable, it’s made in a very high quality material.

Pete says:

This was made at the zero waste factory in china, the about rates and working hours and great there.

Kate says:

This bag is almost 100% reusable, it’s made in a very high quality material.
what is the state of the economy?
This is a more prosperous world. Most people are happy to spend money again and have a reasonable amount of disposable income. The economy emerged from the recession and the pace of economic growth picked up in the second half of the 2010s, driven increasingly by a sustained ‘bright green boom’ of entrepreneurial activity. International trade remains a big factor, particularly in new channels which directly link consumers and producers in other parts of the world. There has been a mushrooming of economic models that allow individual autonomy but encourage collaboration.

what is the role of government?
The scope and reach of national governments has declined. Trust in governments has fallen – in part because of some high-profile policy failures. Politicians have tried to become more streamlined and more connected to everyday life, but some voters regard this as simply reneging on their responsibilities. State intervention has been rolled back in many areas of service provision, requiring communities to do more for themselves. This is particularly difficult for the many poorer communities, largely left to their own devices, who struggle to maintain basic services. Local governments play a more active role in people’s lives.

how has society changed?
This is a very fragmented and diverse society. People may have strong local ties, within their affluent and gated or their virtual or ‘ethical ghetto’ communities, but society as a whole is less cohesive. Significant sectors of society, stricken by poverty, lack the means to change – while at the same time the welfare system has been scaled back, weakening the safety net. Among the more affluent there is a strong sense that human ingenuity, and technological development in particular, can achieve anything. International links are strong, with groups getting together online with like-minded people across the globe to do business, to trade and to socialise.

what is the state of the nation’s health?
The National Health Service has been rolled back because of previous financial constraints. Only a few healthcare services are freely available to all. Support for mental health has suffered worst. Information overload is blamed for a whole new set of stress- and fatigue-related conditions.

Citizens are encouraged to take personal responsibility for their health. This ‘DIY healthcare’ approach does mean that many do what they can to try to look and feel good, but some ‘obsessives’ take things to extremes, and eating disorders like anorexia are a really big problem. At the other end of the scale, a combination of rising disposable incomes and the government’s ‘stand-off’ approach to public health has triggered an obesity epidemic and soaring rates of type 2 diabetes.
technologies. The cost of solar photovoltaic panels has plummeted due to radical improvements in efficiency, aided by the introduction of generous feed-in tariffs. Developments in battery technology mean that energy from wind turbines and solar cells can be stored, and so used more effectively. As a result there is less reliance on the grid for mains electricity, although it does have an important role for most micro-generators as a trading channel for their own energy.

Oil prices peaked in 2018 and have declined since then, due to the availability of cheaper alternatives and the opening of new oil fields. However, oil prices are still higher than in 2011. Carbon reduction targets were met in 2020, despite the re-emergence of strong economic growth in the late 2010s.

what has transport infrastructure changed?
Investment in transport infrastructure has been patchy. In some areas, little has changed, but, in others, people have successfully got together and pushed plans through. A new high-speed rail link, for example, is soon to open between London and Sheffield, where its funders are based. Air freight has become almost unacceptable, while there has been sustained growth in international shipping. On the roads, congestion is still an enormous problem, and travelling a given distance typically takes twice as long as it did 10 years ago. The number of private cars just keeps growing and growing – though 35% of them are now hybrids or fully electric.
‘my way’
what kind of world are we living in?

what has happened to supply chains?
Supply chains have become extraordinarily complex, as the number and range of distribution models have multiplied. While the localisation trend has shortened and simplified some supply chains, many others have become longer, with more links in the chain. Supply chains are now very fluid and change very quickly. Often they are self-organised, around price or carbon footprint, rather than being centrally directed by large retailers or wholesalers. There has been a great deal of innovation in distribution, including the revival of canal freight and local coastal shipping, the introduction of cargo-carrying airships, and a growth in private road and rail networks.

what are the big global issues of the day?
Scarcity of resources (notably water), loss of biodiversity and climate change are big topics of debate even if words are not always accompanied by action. Since the return of economic prosperity, a small but growing portion of the population has begun talking about the ‘immorality’ of economic growth. For the ‘have-nots’, other issues are more ‘front of mind’, such as how to afford basic necessities. Food prices have been volatile but the trend has been upward, with shortages driven in part by more frequent extreme weather events.

how is the retail sector regulated?
International trade agreements now focus primarily on regulating trade sourced directly from the producer, as this is now a significant part of global trade. Elsewhere, governments use a lighter touch in developing and maintaining regulations that affect the retail sector, preferring to allow market forces to play out. Companies follow a wide range of guidelines, not because they are mandatory but because of intense public scrutiny. The planning regime varies greatly within developed nations, depending on the position of the local council, some of which take a tough line on new development while others are relatively permissive.
what are we asking for?
Consumers are much more demanding, aggressively inquisitive, and unpredictable in what they ask for. Most consume a lot, and many will move heaven and earth to get the product or service that is right for them. As people spend more and more on making their homes into safe retreats and owned spaces, they want the products and services that help them achieve their own individual notion of the ‘perfect home’. There is particular kudos attached to being able to source something new and unheard of, before it appears in the shops. Meanwhile, prices have increased in relative terms, and the poorest in society are struggling.

Many consumers are also demanding more and better information about products, which drives up environmental and social standards. Carbon footprints and water footprints are ubiquitous, and there is greater understanding of the resources needed to make and use products. People are especially interested in the personal impact that products will have on them (and particularly in nutritional content, when it comes to food and drink). Packaging tends to be covered in a plethora of labels and information tables. In this fast-paced world, time is regarded as a precious resource. Consumers are asking both for time management advice, and for more leisure and relaxation opportunities.

where do we shop? which new companies do we buy from?
Increasingly, people are buying directly from individual producers, through cooperatives or in markets (often online). They tend to trust these producers more than the large retailers. In the early 2010s, small cooperatives of shoppers started buying out supermarket buildings in their local areas. The number of foreign-owned retailers has risen, and there is greater competition on the high street. The large retail chains often use local brand names, and have become logistics experts at the local level, as they adapt to the rising demands for localisation and for enabling people to do things for themselves.

Small businesses have proliferated, and many of them have moved away from the old-fashioned ‘pile ’em high, sell ’em cheap’ retail model to selling high-quality local brands and products. People shop in a variety of new places, from new local cooperatives to online exchanges (for home-made and home-grown goods).
where do products come from?
Consumers tend to like ‘home-grown’ products – either those with an artisan feel or those genuinely produced close to home. Food miles can sometimes be measured in yards as people have taken to home production. Recent years have also seen the emergence of vertical farms in cities, where converted car parks or even shining new high-rise buildings are dedicated to producing food. Where local is not possible, people often buy directly from international producers using the internet and facilitation agencies. The online share of retail expenditure has grown steadily.

how do we use other technology?
This is a very technology-savvy, fast-paced and technocentric world. Technology is being used to make people’s lives easier at all ages, from young children to pensioners. New technological breakthroughs frequently make media headlines, and enormous amounts of money are invested in research and development. Inventors are celebrities. The vast majority of citizens feel comfortable putting their lives in the hands of technology.

what media do we use?
Advances in electronics, the internet and the mobile internet have made user-generated media much more dominant – the ‘ubiquitous web’. Large media organisations still exist, and they too exploit user-generated content, but people are much more likely to take notice of their friends’ comments or recommendations than of those in the mainstream media. There is a lot of information out there, so consumers have to filter out the useful from the rubbish, particularly when making purchasing decisions. Ethical comparator apps with personal recommendations are widely used in-store by shoppers to gather instant feedback from their peers on products and services.

how do we use the internet?
The internet has been the platform for a global social revolution, with people in all parts of the world using it to connect with others to socialise, to trade or to protest. It is the main – and often the only – source of information about products. Internet infrastructure is more central to people’s lives than physical infrastructure such as road networks.
how do we engage with retailers and brands?
Consumers’ buying patterns are unpredictable and volatile, and their relationships with brands are often short-lived; supermarket loyalty cards are a thing of the past. FMCG marketers are using every technique at their disposal to gain a better understanding of consumer decision-making, including neuromarketing to monitor responses in particular parts of the brain to different marketing stimuli. Consumer engagement with brands is almost entirely over the ever-present web, using techniques that exploit global word-of-mouth networks. Advertising networks are sophisticated and flexible, shifting their focus and evolving according to location-specific conditions and using artificial intelligence to respond to consumer questions. This can have its drawbacks, as in the case of one notorious intelligent advertising campaign for nappies in 2018. Evolving rapidly in response to negative customer feedback, the campaign auto-adjusted itself and turned into an aggressive attack on the product and company it was supposed to be promoting. It is also more difficult to control a brand in a world of total transparency, where the behaviour and online profile of every single employee contributes to how a company is perceived.

how do we view sustainability?
Most people better understand the challenges and opportunities that sustainable development brings. However, it is more difficult to know whether actual progress is being made, as there is less direction from national governments and organisations like the United Nations. There is a strong social conscience in many communities, but many consumers are very focused on satisfying their own needs and wants. Individualistic tendencies mean that the greater good is not always served.

how do we view climate change?
‘Low carbon’ has been rebadged as something desirable and chic, and the revolution in micro-renewables has enabled many to live much lower-carbon lifestyles. However, people’s desire to be different from (or even better than) their neighbours drives many to buy more ‘stuff’ – and higher disposable incomes make this more affordable too. There has been no global deal on climate change; instead, there are regionally based carbon targets, which have had some effect at reducing carbon emissions at a local level. The indirect effects of climate change worry many, even though the physical impacts have not yet been very evident in developed nations. Consumers have experienced shortages of some imported foodstuffs sourced from areas that are suffering more frequent extreme weather events, in parts of Africa for example. When it comes to shopping, consumers expect carbon footprint information to be given as standard, so that they can choose the low-carbon option if they want to.
1. Suzie’s local community has raised funds to develop land for a project to supply more home-grown produce. Local ‘green’ entrepreneurs have latched onto this and have launched a range of local toiletry products including a natural honey egg shampoo. The community land provides all the ingredients the entrepreneurs need.

2. Batches of the natural shampoo are made to order based on local demand, and it’s considered quite an exclusive product. Suzie’s friends have already tried it and have spread the word across their social network. Its low-carbon credentials are held in high regard, and the product has already won rave reviews, prompting Suzie to give it a go.

3. At the weekend, Suzie cycles to the local market to buy the shampoo. She leads a very fast-paced and stressful life and simply doesn’t have time during the week to shop. Stress and fatigue-related health conditions are quite common nowadays. However, because cortisol levels in hair can be used to provide a more objective measure of stress, the shampoo entrepreneurs have also launched a complimentary stress app that can run on diagnostic-enabled smartphones. Based on the hair sample analysis, the app provides tips and techniques to help Suzie reduce, prevent and cope with stress or fatigue. A historical record of Suzie’s stress levels are logged over time and automatically synced to her electronic health records.
4. As the shampoo is so fresh it only has a short shelf life. The smart 'keep-cool' packaging helps to prolong this, and the intelligent label accurately measures and communicates the freshness. The label even tells Suzie the names of the chickens that laid the eggs and has a map of where they live, only a few miles from her home.

5. Suzie loves to relax with a nice long shower at the end of the day but she’s trying to use less water and energy these days. After all, the local council recently promoted intelligent showers to all houses, having tried them out in new builds to great response, to encourage more environmentally friendly behaviour. Not only does it show Suzie how long she is in the shower and how much water and energy she is using, it is also heated by the wind turbines at the community farm. If Suzie manages to reach her water and energy reduction target, she will be eligible for a free service at the local bike shop.

6. When the product is empty, Suzie returns the bottle to the market, where it is washed and reused.
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1. **the economy is...** flourishing and globally integrated... consumer spending and credit levels are high... large companies dominate

2. **government is...** strong nationally but weak at local level... increasingly being replaced by market-based mechanisms to deliver social and environmental goods

3. **our society is...** over-reliant on consumerism and pleasure seeking, with increasing income inequality and declining social cohesion

4. **business and brands are...** dominant, trusted and expected to provide solutions to environmental problems... investing heavily in the shopper experience

5. **we buy stuff from...** trusted brands, one-stop 'shopper-tainment' villages and small specialist companies owned by large retailers

6. **our relationship with brands is...** highly personalised, demanding and based on trust

7. **we use the internet and technology...** largely for entertainment and making our lifestyles easier... but businesses use it to gather large amounts of personal information on us

8. **we think that sustainability is...** a mainstream issue, together with health or effective public services, but ultimately we don't feel a duty to change our lifestyles as we're sure that businesses and institutions will solve the world's problems
‘sell it to me’ indicators

**Oil**
Price of oil per barrel

- 2011: $90
- 2020: $110

**Inequality**
UK Index of Inequality (Gini coefficient; high is less equal)

- 2011: 34%
- 2020: 41%

**Debt**
Average UK adult debt including mortgage

- 2011: £10K
- 2020: £20K

**Trust**
% of people who say that most people in their neighborhood can be trusted

- 2011: 50%
- 2020: 38%

**Food Imports**
% of food consumed in UK that is imported

- 2011: 65%
- 2020: 60%

**Supermarket Power**
% of UK grocery market taken by top 4 supermarkets

- 2011: 76%
- 2020: 85%

**Online Spend**
% spent online

- 2011: 10%
- 2020: 30%

**Nanotech**
Number of nanotech-based consumer products

- 2011: 1300
- 2020: 4000

**Household Spend**
% of household expenditure that goes on food and (non-alcoholic) drink

- 2011: 30%
- 2020: 20%

**Attitudes to Environment**
% of people who say that environment / pollution should be a government priority

- 2011: 70%
- 2020: 45%
Consumer access to credit is still growing; average levels of personal debt go past the £50,000 mark.

Derby city centre is completely redeveloped as a Local Market Village.

Greenpeace launches its 'Care Not Consumption' campaign.

In the UK the 5th carbon budget is agreed, with national carbon reduction targets being strengthened to pave the way for a global deal.

The launch of self-cleaning kitchen surfaces, enabled by nanotech, uses advertising centred on the demise of 'SuperClean'.

30% of pre-school children are getting childcare sponsored by the businesses where their parents work.

The last major retailer to have an 'eco' range drops it, as sustainability is now inherent in all its private-label product ranges.

The carbon emissions cap and trade scheme is extended to business supply chains.

In the UK the 5th carbon budget is agreed, with national carbon reduction targets being strengthened to pave the way for a global deal.

Retailers launch small business advisory services to stave off heavy regulation from the Competition Commission.

The Dow Jones Sustainability Index merges with the main Dow Jones Index.

All of Europe's motorways are now in private hands, and road charging is extensive.

Products above a specified embedded carbon and water range are voluntarily removed from the market via a new retailer/manufacturer code.

The Severn Barrage in the UK (to capture tidal energy) is completed.

The first 'high-speed' shipping line between Agadir and Plymouth competes with air freight for some fresh food delivery.
‘sell it to me’
products and services

1. design your own products
You can now put your own personal touch on a whole range of our products. Order soap bars with your own individually requested scent. Have your cereals made to order to meet your particular nutritional needs or to combat specific ailments: Shreddies with added liver cleanser. Order through the web, or via a personal consultation with our in-store fabricators.

2. branded specialised local produce
Buy into something special: we are now offering Herefordshire Home Farm Wagyu Beef and Billingsgate Suffolk Oysters, and why not enhance your shopping experience further by joining us on holiday as we tour the Scottish Highlands to experience the best in oatcakes, salmon and whisky?

3. one-stop service shopping
Come and experience the new ‘market village’ service concept in your city centre. We provide all the fun of shopping and more. Why buy your Christmas decorations when you can lease them from us, and then have them collected in January for reuse by someone else next year? The drop-in ‘ Sunsilk 10 minute salon’ open 5am to 11pm will take care of all your hair-washing needs for a monthly fee.

4. buying sustainability
Why change your lifestyle when we can meet your needs without damaging the environment? Take advantage of your garden this autumn with our patio heater powered by household waste! And don’t feel bad about offering bottled water to your clients: our ‘zero-impact’ ‘Aquahhh’ range is fully carbon neutral, and incorporates tracking chips to enable smooth re-use and recycling.

5. diet manager
Automate your shopping and get healthy at the same time. Using our database of information about you and your household – the number of people, their age, medical history, likes and dislikes – we will supply you with just the right amount of shopping just when you need it. We look after your special dietary needs and choose a product portfolio that suits your values and priorities. We only send as much as you need (we know what’s in your fridge!) and deliver daily menus and cleaning rotas too. Tell us if you’re on a diet or a new regime, and we’ll change the order accordingly.

6. branded baby bonds
Invest in one of our own-label baby bonds: they come with lifelong discounts at all our stores. Baby bonds are offered as part of the national government-backed programme to replace child benefits.
‘sell it to me’
products and services

1. Design your own products
   - Online ordering
   - Personalised products

2. Branded specialised local produce
   - Billingsgate Suffolk Oysters
   - Scottish Highlands holiday produce

3. One-stop shopping service
   - Your local market village
   - Xmas decorations for lease

4. Buying sustainability
   - Patio heater powered by household waste
   - Aquawizz bottled water
   - Carbon neutral

5. Diet manager
   - The Floyd family analysing household requirements and updating shopping list
   - Information database

6. Branded baby bonds
   - Lifelong discounts
   - Baby bonds
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what is the state of the economy?
Developed economies are flourishing once again, driven by consumer spending and high levels of credit. They are dominated by large companies operating mainly in the service sector, and well integrated within a globalised world economy.

what is the role of government?
National governments still have a strong guiding role to play but local governments have much less strategic influence in communities. Market-based mechanisms, eg greenhouse gas ‘cap and trade’ schemes, are increasingly seen as playing a central role in delivering social and environmental goods.

how has society changed?
In the UK, for example, cities have a more ‘European’ feel, with dense and gentrified centres, and suburbs that mix less affluent communities with high-quality new build. Income inequality has grown, and local social cohesion has continued to decline. As in other developed economies, it’s this, combined with over-reliance on consumerism as a means of self-fulfillment, that helps explain why happiness indicators remain low – despite healthy looking figures on the economy.

what is the state of the nation’s health?
For those who can afford it there are genetically tailored medicines and life-long health management schemes. Big Pharma has delivered a new range of blockbuster drugs to treat lifestyle diseases, and obesity levels have begun to fall in Europe. There are more formal links between provision of food and provision of healthcare. For example, a doctor’s diagnosis can result in personalised dietary offers in-store designed to improve an individual consumer’s health.

However, the mental health of the nation is suffering. A combination of rampant consumerism and little privacy has led to rising stress levels, and companies are faced with mounting costs from absenteeism.

what is the state of international relations?
There is a perception of global stability and less fear of terrorism and international conflict. There is more buy-in to supranational, regional and global governance to solve international issues.

what is the role of business in society?
Big business is accepted as a public good. This is clearly demonstrated by the general acceptance of the vast amount of information collected on consumers with or without their explicit consent. Businesses are increasingly involved in public service provision, and co-fund most major infrastructure projects alongside governments. Companies see this as an investment with either direct commercial or reputation gain. There is some competition in providing public services and infrastructure.
‘sell it to me’
what kind of world are we living in?

how has energy infrastructure changed?
Governments have created economic conditions to support large-scale infrastructure development, and the private sector has invested significantly in centralised energy provision, including new nuclear plants and, in the UK, the recently completed Severn Tidal Barrage. Retailers have set up their own waste-processing centres, attracted in part by the opportunity to generate energy from the waste and sell it back to the grid. Oil prices have fluctuated, but continued high investment in exploration and the development of non-conventional sources have helped to keep oil prices not much higher than they were in 2011.

how is the retail sector regulated?
Regulation focuses mainly on the key areas of supply chain greenhouse impacts, competition, and packaging and waste, but for the most part governments favour voluntary agreements. Where regulation is necessary, it is developed very much in collaboration with retailers.

what are the big global issues of the day?
A growing number of NGOs are now concentrating on the ‘spiritual’ side of the environmental agenda, criticising the profligacy associated with consumption, and concerned about the decline in civil society. Political debates centre on the kind of technology and investment that will help solve environmental problems, while maintaining consumption levels. There is also debate about how much regulation – rather than voluntary initiatives – is required for business to meet environmental standards.

Environmental concerns are not at the top of the mind of most consumers but there are nonetheless certain expectations about what businesses and governments should deliver, such as decent healthcare and other public services. Most people expect large institutions to provide centralised solutions that don’t impact on their shopping habits or lifestyles.

how has transport infrastructure changed?
Transport infrastructure has become more efficient. Carbon-intensive forms of transport (flights, petroleum-based road vehicles) have become more expensive. There are more road tolls, with concessionary rates for registered low-carbon vehicles. The new European high-speed rail network is being extended well into Eastern Europe and the UK.

what has happened to supply chains?
Supply chains are typically large, global and coordinated through international agreements and large multinational businesses. Businesses have had to accept some slight reductions in efficiency as a trade-off for increased resilience to avoid disruptions. Mergers have taken place to create large integrated firms – for example, multinational processing firms have bought up and branded farms – and rural society has been very much corporatised.
what are we asking for?
Consumers are confident about trusted brands, and spend a lot with them, but they are also demanding, expecting the ‘very best’ on every score – most innovative, cheapest, most individual, most in line with their values. They also expect highly personalised products, services and entertainment from the retail experience. To provide these, companies are trusted with large amounts of customer information. Many consumers are happy to own ‘access all areas’ cards that hold all their account and transaction details.

There are people who drop out from this ‘consumption-orientated technocratic complex’. As a result there is a small but thriving grey market both for those who are unwilling to enter into the contract with business and for those with deeper ethical objections.

where do products come from?
Products come from all over the world, sourced in response to specific consumer demand. Economic efficiencies are high but are increasingly influenced by the environmental concerns of consumers and by the price of carbon. Prices are generally higher than a decade ago, mostly because of increasing demand from emerging economies, but an international agreement regulates the prices of key commodities such as sugar, wheat and palm oil.

how do we use the internet?
The internet is used more for entertainment and recreation than for retailing. The web is the nation’s gossip column. Online retail mainly focuses on standardised ordering of staple products.
‘sell it to me’
shopping experience

how do we view sustainability?
It has become part of mainstream expectations that businesses and governments should respond to citizens’ environmental interests, as with the provision of decent healthcare and other public services. Most people expect large institutions to provide centralised solutions that don’t impact on their shopping habits or lifestyles. Retailers have undertaken voluntary choice editing to remove the worst sustainability villains from their product ranges.

how do we view climate change?
Most countries have signed up to the global deal on climate change. Industry is expected to bear the brunt of action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, with legislation targeted at producers, not consumers. This means that consumers do not face many decisions about whether to act in a climate-friendly way. Having said this, awareness of climate change remains high, and is reflected in people’s expectations of corporate behaviour. Most companies are reducing their carbon emissions, especially in their supply chains, but are wary of any steps that may adversely affect livelihoods in developing countries.

how do we use other technology?
Hi-tech fridges, cookers and disposal units can interact with smart packaging to help consumers shop, cook and eat easily. Nanotechnology allows self-cleaning surfaces and clothes. New technology allows ‘extreme miniaturisation’: detergents, for example, come in pill-sized capsules.

what media do we use?
The media are still dominated by the big players, broadcast based, orientated towards infotainment and dominated by celebrity culture. There are personalised versions to meet individual lifestyle preferences.

how do we engage with retailers and brands?
Mainstream and mass-market advertising is all about creating trust in brands, and a personal connection with them, rather than selling particular products. By combining the latest technology with customer information, advertising can tailor itself to specific individuals. Retailers often sell products and services organised according to ‘experiences’ rather than traditional categories.

The retail sector is opening up new dimensions of consumption. This goes beyond marketing products specifically for people, going as far as marketing to people’s alter-egos and avatars.
1. Suzie does most of her shopping at the shopping village. She drives there in her electric car. As soon as she enters the shopping village, she begins to receive targeted messages on her smartphone about the latest offers and deals they think might interest her. The shopping village knows everything about her. For example, they even know she's suffering from flu at the moment, and so they recommend a beneficial new flu formulation by her favourite brand.

2. Suzie often adds these recommendations to her digital shopping list, and it makes decision-making so much easier. As she walks down the aisles, it can automatically read the smart packaging and suggest a perfect match for her, based on her favourite brands, preferences or a particular diet she might be adhering to. She rarely seems to forget anything as they always seem to know exactly what she needs and what is best for her.

3. Suzie loves shopping, and the way shops make it all so easy these days. She's not particularly worried about environmental issues but appreciates that this particular retailer has arranged least-sustainable products on the bottom shelf and displays the lowest-carbon and most water-conserving ones at eye level.
4. Suzie has shampoo on her digital shopping list. Due to her hypersensitive skin she needs to ensure that any shampoo she uses is hypoallergenic. She normally buys a personalised version with the ingredients automatically cross-referenced with her electronic medical records and genetic make-up to ensure no adverse skin reactions. She also tailors it to suit her hair colour, condition and favourite fragrances. Once set up, the machine always remembers her profile. It dispenses her shampoo into her reusable bottle.

5. At home, Suzie keeps in touch with her shampoo brand via her smartphone. A personal customer experience advisor gives her useful tips on how to get maximum satisfaction from the product. She’s mainly interested in having shiny and healthy hair but he also reminds her to take shorter showers to conserve water and reduce her energy consumption.

6. She doesn’t always remember to use less water but finds the brand’s smartphone app incredibly useful. One of her favourite features is the bottle customisation tool, where she can replace or modify her reusable bottle with a new design. Suzie has had her current bottle for over a year and now fancies a change. This time she chooses a totally different shape, size, colour and style. The new reusable bottle is delivered, and the old one is returned to the manufacturer for recycling.
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dear harry, here’s an early bird notice that new produce is available. come along and pick up a chicken!
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“from me to you”

“I’m in your hands”

“from me to you”
1. The economy is... subdued and uncertain... fear about climate change and severe weather has increased... communities are turning to alternative economic models

2. Government is... losing the confidence of the public and increasingly neglecting the wider public realm... quality of life and the 'wellbeing' agenda, however, are dominant concerns

3. Our society is... feeling the pinch of resource constraints, high personal debt and low pensions but building stronger local community ties and home-grown solutions where governments fail to take the lead

4. Business and brands are... suffering from a contraction in the retail sector... having to work hard to win trust as consumers feel that business is failing to deliver on the challenges faced by society

5. We buy stuff from... direct and local sources, cooperatives and peer-to-peer services for swapping and selling goods... we like to grow our own produce in urban farms and make or repair more stuff ourselves

6. Our relationship with brands is... less loyal and more volatile... less important than word-of-mouth recommendations, product quality and longevity

7. We use the internet and technology... as the heart of our social and economic life and individual identity... to trade or buy collectively and to increase our cooperative buying power

8. We think that sustainability is... something local communities need to tackle... going to involve cutting net consumption rather than simply consuming more sustainable products
‘from me to you’ indicators

OIL
Price of oil per barrel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$31</td>
<td>$62</td>
<td>$124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$124</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$155</td>
<td>$62</td>
<td>$31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INEQUALITY
UK index of inequality (Gini coefficient; high is less equal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DEBT
Average UK adult debt including mortgage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£60k</td>
<td>£30k</td>
<td>£20k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£30k</td>
<td>£50k</td>
<td>£40k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£10k</td>
<td>£60k</td>
<td>£50k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRUST
% of people who say that most people in their neighbourhood can be trusted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOOD IMPORTS
% of food consumed in UK that is imported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUPERMARKET POWER
% of UK grocery market taken by top 4 supermarkets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ONLINE SPEND
% spent online

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NANOTECH
Number of nanotech-based consumer products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOUSEHOLD SPEND
% of household expenditure that goes on food and (non-alcoholic) drink

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTITUDES TO ENVIRONMENT
% of people who say that environment / pollution should be a government priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Across Europe, state health funds are diverted from central hospitals to community clinics.

Centralised electricity generation struggles to meet demand, as nuclear power stations begin to go offline with insufficient new capacity in place to make up the deficit. Against a backdrop of sporadic power blackouts, communities start to take energy generation and efficiency into their own hands.

Local and regional water budgets are introduced by many local governments.

Digital real-time community league tables showing water and carbon use and waste production are shown on old marketing billboards.

An Italian municipality turns all its car parks into allotments, to cope with the spiralling demand for grow-your-own food.

The year of no bananas. The banana crop in the Caribbean fails, prices rise and supplies to Europe fail.

Retailers start to see year-on-year reductions in sales.

The 5th UK carbon budget is agreed, with regionally based carbon targets adopted - overseen by local government.

‘Transition towns’ - communities working to reduce dependency on oil - have spread across many western economies, and there are three times as many in the UK as there were in 2011.

A major supermarket closes its last out of town mega-store.

There are 50% more farmers in western economies than there were in 2011, including many micro-farmers and urban-farmers.
‘from me to you’
products and services

1. peer-to-peer mortgages
Building on the success of our peer-to-peer banking services, our new mortgage service provides a way for existing property owners to help those who aren’t yet on the ladder. We provide all the necessary legal documents, and a hosting facility for the payments, so this mortgage service can be set up in your community. You can even set conditions on the mortgage to ensure specified community benefits, such as planning restrictions and the implementation of energy efficiency measures.

2. the community farm
Buy shares in your local farm and you will be the first to know when new produce is available. Want to know more about your food? You can come along to an open day, see how the farm works and be involved in running it. If you want to visit and pick up a chicken on processing day, you can learn how animals are slaughtered, and even do the slaughtering yourself.

3. hyper-local products
A new online fine-filtering system allows you to set geographical limits on your purchasing regardless of the retailer you are using. This Google Maps application also lets you track local food for sale.

4. local/regional goods exchange
At Goods Exchange we provide affordable space for you to store items for resale or exchange either online or offline. We provide a live inventory of current stock, so customers can see immediately if there is anything they want. We also arrange shipping and collection.

5. sell your surplus food
The ‘UGrow’ service allows you to sell your home-grown and community-grown produce to wider markets through regional and national food distributors and logistics companies. Our comprehensive portal provides start-up kits for growing fruit and vegetables in whatever space you can spare – your garden, your converted roof garden, even your window box. It also provides a community matching service, linking supply and demand across and between communities to maximise localisation and minimise travel, and logging all registered transport as it goes to and fro.

6. hemp
Why not grow hemp in your garden? This amazingly resilient plant requires little maintenance and has minimal environmental impact. The harvested crop is in high demand and has multiple uses - food, plastics, clothing, strengthening building materials, fuel and cosmetics.
‘from me to you’
products and services

1. Peer-to-peer mortgages
2. The community farm
3. Hyper-local products
4. Local/regional goods exchange
5. Sell your surplus food
6. Hemp
‘from me to you’
what kind of world are we living in?

**what is the state of the economy?**
Economic growth has been slower than expected. The explosion in global trade is at an end. Developed economies are becoming more self-sufficient, although trade in services and information exchange continue apace. People have to go on working longer, as pensions no longer provide adequate support in later life. Many communities are turning to alternative economic models to cope with the slow economy. Barter and other peer-to-peer exchange schemes are on the rise. The retail sector has contracted, and margins are tight.

**what is the state of the nation’s health?**
Most people’s diets have become less varied because of a reduction in the availability of food out of season. The least affluent sectors of society occasionally suffer from deficiencies of vital nutrients. Instances of malnutrition – although extremely rare – are increasing. Obesity persists in some groups, but lifestyle-related illnesses in general are on the decrease. Social changes mean that people lead more active lives, especially because they walk and cycle more. National health services have largely retained public trust, but their reach is restricted by lack of funds. As a result, communities develop their own solutions, but look for support from governments and business. In the face of social and environmental change, depression is increasingly prevalent, especially among those not involved in community initiatives.

**what is the role of government?**
Governments have been slow to adapt to the challenging new economic and environmental conditions and have lost public confidence. Home-grown answers are often perceived as better than centralised solutions. In the UK, for example, the Department for the Community has wide-ranging powers, and is responsible for promoting decentralised, human-scale initiatives to deliver local services. Across developed economies, quality of life is a key focus, and the wellbeing agenda dominates the public and policy discourse. In healthcare, for example, governments spend more on promoting healthy lifestyles than on building new hospitals.

**how has society changed?**
More people are living in larger domestic units again – for example, grandparents, parents and children in the same household. Many rural communities are beginning to flourish, and the sense of local community has also grown stronger in urban areas. Those who opt out of this new-found intimacy can be sidelined, but in general people feel a greater sense of belonging. Allegiance to the state, by contrast, has declined. Men and women share their roles more than ever before, with men typically having much greater involvement in day-to-day purchasing decisions than was once the case.
what is the state of international relations?
Resource conflicts over water, food and minerals, combined with climate disasters, have driven large numbers of people across national borders as environmental refugees. Small wars proliferate, the threat of larger ones looms, and periodically this affects what products are available in the shops. Developed economies are unavoidably drawn into some of these conflicts and send small numbers of troops, despite frequent public opposition. Nations have become more insular just when the world requires strong global governance to tackle challenges such as climate change and water shortages.

what is the role of business in society?
Consumers feel that business is failing to deliver on the challenges faced by society, and companies have to work hard to win trust. Being ‘local’ is a source of competitive advantage, so some companies are turning to social entrepreneur or franchise models.

how has transport infrastructure changed?
Many roads are suffering from lack of investment. Governments have moved away from the ‘predict and provide’ model. Despite high oil prices, congestion is getting worse, but gradually people are turning to public and shared transport. Freight is increasingly moving back to the railways and canals to reduce environmental impacts, cut fuel costs and avoid congestion.

what has happened to supply chains?
Supply chains have had to become more diverse to minimise the risk of disruption from climate change, terrorism, or sporadic failures in local supplies. Many retailers have bought up their suppliers, seeing vertical integration as a way to defend crucial supplies. There is less ‘just in time’ delivery, and some raw materials are scarce due to resource constraints. It is rare now for the movement of goods to involve just a few massive regional distribution centres; instead, many retailers are developing smaller and more efficient transport systems in response to the demand for local distribution. Lack of investment in the road infrastructure is driving long-distance freight back to the railways, coastal waters and, in some cases, rivers and canals.

how has energy infrastructure changed?
Faced with periodic power outages, and political reluctance to invest heavily in centralised energy generation, many communities have taken matters into their own hands. Small-scale generation has boomed, encouraged by generous feed-in tariffs. This and the widespread adoption of low-cost energy efficiency measures have allowed many people to reduce or almost eliminate their reliance on grid power. Political instability combined with growing competition have pushed oil prices to very high levels. This makes personal transport more expensive and adds significantly to the price of groceries.
how is the retail sector regulated?
This is not an era of big government. At the national level, regulation is still fairly light, but retailers are subject to the diverse demands of local and regional governments. Strict regulation in some areas restricts new build and puts limits on market share, while elsewhere the activity of retail businesses goes relatively unhindered.

what are the big global issues of the day?
Climate change, resource scarcity, environmental breakdown and the resultant conflicts dominate debate. Political arguments in developed economies focus on how to balance a responsible global role, supporting the UN in conflict resolution and helping the poorest people in developing countries with the protection of their own economic interests and quality of life. Governments are reluctant to commit resources, but citizens play an increasingly active role in global civil society, primarily online. The relationship between material consumption, wellbeing and social cohesion is also increasingly a subject of political debate, particularly since the cost of living has gone up.
‘from me to you’
shopping experience

what are we asking for?
Most people acknowledge a tension between their ethical considerations and the search for value for money. Consumer profiles are more diverse than in 2011, and loyalty to brands is low. The popularity of processed foods has declined, with more people cooking from scratch. Resource constraints mean that there is less choice on offer, and people get less of what they need from shops. More people are asking for ingredients and components rather than the finished article, so they can make things themselves, wanting to be more independent and have more power over their lives. Many have actually begun to reduce their overall levels of material consumption, and a number of high-profile individuals have taken this to the extreme of giving up shopping altogether.

where do products come from?
The proportion of groceries coming from abroad has fallen. Developed economies have had to become more self-sufficient, and now grow far more of their own food. Urban farming is blossoming, and more and more land is being converted to allotments. More products are reused via peer-to-peer trading or through online community loan systems. Prices overall are much higher due to high oil costs and volatility in supplies, driven largely by increasing demand for commodities in India and China.

Western agriculture is entering a new era. It has become smarter, greener, more distributed and less dominated by monoculture. Mixed farms and smallholders participate in community and peer-to-peer trade, and make use of more efficient distribution systems, enabling them to compete with the bigger players more effectively than ever before.

where do we shop? which new companies do we buy from?
Consumers seek to obtain their goods as locally and directly as possible. Peer-to-peer services for swapping and selling goods continue to rise in popularity. Retailers have adapted to changing attitudes by developing new logistics services and building shops that are customised to suit local characteristics and needs. There is a growing polarity amongst consumers as some continue to look for value at large supermarkets, while others try to bypass – and even undermine – the traditional supply chains.

As the retail sector contracts, competition is hot and margins are tight. There is less bustle in the high street, and more shop units stand empty. Repair shops and second-hand shops are an increasingly common sight, while guerrilla traders often occupy empty retail space for a short time before moving – or being moved – on. More consumers are becoming traders in their own right, making a living through selling goods and services online. Alongside the growth in community enterprises, new organisations have evolved that match supply and demand across and between communities. The internet has made possible the growth of cottage industries with global reach. More and more producers sell directly to consumers, who act independently or in communities to get the best price. Retailers sometimes find that their customers are also their competitors.
‘from me to you’
shopping experience

how do we use the internet?
The internet is at the heart of social and economic life, and of people’s sense of individual identity too. Online portals facilitate the exchange of goods directly between consumers. Networks help communities to leverage greater buying power and trade their local produce with others. People use the internet to participate in civil society, connecting and collaborating with others around the world.

what media do we use?
Local and regional media have enjoyed a resurgence, driven by the technology for supplying geographically targeted personalised news. Companies have difficulty managing their profiles in an increasingly diverse and devolved media sector. Centralised broadcast media have become less and less important while word-of-mouth communication has come to the fore, both within local communities and online.

how do we use other technology?
Technological development is driven more by necessity than pure research. Many products and services come to market from collaborative open-source projects that are attempting to address social and environmental challenges. People are more familiar with technology than ever before, more willing to work with it, and more apt to customise technology for their own needs rather than buying new devices. Citizen engineers are an increasingly common phenomenon. People are very reluctant to throw anything away, and would much rather reuse, repair, freecycle or adapt technologies for a different use.

how do we engage with retailers and brands?
Retailers are finding it ever harder to talk to the consumer through the traditional channels. Advertising in media such as TV and the press is seen as a less effective method of communication (though interactive billboards work well), and mass marketing is rarely used. Advertising often has a local/regional focus, while companies have been working hard to promote word-of-mouth recommendations through social networks, online and offline. Keeping on top of developments in social media means that companies must be absolutely transparent about their identity and aims. People are also willing to listen to messages implicit in the type and quality of products. Longevity counts, and products designed for long life and adaptability are well received. There are fewer successful big brands, as many people prefer to cut corners – using raw vinegar for cleaning, for instance, rather than buying a branded product with an acetic acid base.
how do we view sustainability?
In the absence of government intervention, communities are taking sustainable development into their own hands. A case in point is the growing ‘reuse and repair’ culture, prompted by pressure from resource constraints. The UK’s ‘Transition Town’ movement, born in the mid-2000s, has spread and strengthened, and is now a significant global social movement with a hard political edge. With this has come a belief that sustainable development requires net cuts in consumption, rather than simply consuming more sustainable products. The worldwide nature of the movement has also broadened many people’s view of what sustainability means, encouraging them to see issues in their global perspective. One consequence, for example, is less enthusiasm for reducing ‘food miles’ because of the negative impact this may have – socially, environmentally and economically – on developing countries.

how do we view climate change?
Communities are regularly disrupted by severe weather, and there is public concern about the impact of climate change at home, as well as abroad where it is clearly causing extreme suffering. There has been no comprehensive global deal on greenhouse gas emissions, so policy signals are highly variable across the world, but for three reasons emissions are not as high as they might have been. Firstly, economies are sluggish and where there is economic growth it is often low-carbon. Secondly, relatively high oil prices have promoted energy efficiency and the use of non-fossil fuels. Thirdly, many people – though by no means all – are choosing to live more sustainable lives, and the Transition Movement and its spin-offs are beginning to have a tangible impact on emissions.
1. Suzie sees a ‘recipe’ shared on a personal care social network for an open-source, home-made, low-carbon shampoo. It's been 'reverse engineered' from a popular supermarket brand. Because the UK is increasingly disrupted by severe weather conditions, water shortages in the summer mean that dry powdered shampoos designed to work without water are popular. Many community members have contributed to perfect and fine tune this shampoo ‘recipe’, and Suzie is keen to try it.

2. Suzie buys a year’s supply of ingredients in bulk, which offers great value although due to resource constraints she does have to wait a while for a few of the ingredients to become available. When everything is in stock and ready for collection, she borrows the community car and drives to the large wholesaler.

3. Suzie can't wait to try out her new shampoo, especially since it has been recommended by so many of her peers. Not only is she really happy with the results but the waterless powdered shampoo also helps her preserve precious water in the rainwater collection tank she recently installed.
4. Suzie has done some consumer trading in the past, and decides to trade the extra shampoo on the peer-to-peer exchange portal. The portal can recommend the best available trades. Suzie searches for food trades based on dietary requirements and health needs. She exchanges one bottle of her shampoo for a bottle of home-made vegetable juice and another for a jar of low-sugar raspberry jam. To ensure a more balanced diet she even trades some abroad in exchange for produce that isn’t seasonally available in the UK.

5. She posts them via the Redex canal boats.

6. The shampoo Suzie kept for herself lasts a long time as only very little is needed for each wash. When Suzie eventually finishes the product, she turns the bottle into a pretty plant pot and sells it at the local market the next day. When she has saved up a surplus of grey water, she sells that too.
‘I’m in your hands’

PROSPEROUS

‘my way’

‘sell it to me’

DO IT YOURSELF

‘from me to you’

DO IT FOR ME

LEG'S PROSPEROUS

‘I’m in your hands’

Prosperous

Less Prosperous

Lifetime supply of rental products

Looking after your lifelong needs:
- purchase advice
- insurance
- pensions
- healthcare

Neighbourhood church

In-store benefits collection

Benefit discounts
1. the economy is... RECOVERING FROM THE RECESSION BUT GROWTH AND CONSUMER CONFIDENCE ARE LOW AND CREDIT IS TIGHTLY REGULATED... THE UK IS LOOKING TO PROMOTE LOCAL MANUFACTURING AND FOOD PRODUCTION TO REDUCE ITS RELIANCE ON A SHAKY WORLD TRADE SYSTEM

2. government is... MORE CENTRALISED AND MORE INTERVENTIONIST, AND WORKS CLOSELY WITH BUSINESSES AND NGOS TO DELIVER ESSENTIAL SERVICES... USING TOUGH REGULATIONS TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABILITY TARGETS

3. our society is... MORE EGALITARIAN, STRUCTURED AND SUPERVISED, BUT WE WELCOME THIS AND ENJOY A STRONG CONSENSUS, SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND NATIONAL IDENTIY

4. business and brands are... BIG AND DOMINANT YET BOUND BY GOVERNMENTS' STRICT SUSTAINABILITY GUIDELINES... TRUSTED, RELIABLE, PATERNALISTIC BRANDS DO WELL IN THIS WORLD AND ARE THE VEHICLE FOR LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS WITH CONSUMERS

5. we buy stuff from... TRUSTED BRANDS AND BUSINESSES, OFTEN COMMITTING TO LONG-TERM CONTRACTS OR HIRE PURCHASE AGREEMENTS TO GET VALUE FOR MONEY... BIG RETAILERS WITH HIGH STREET SHOPS THAT DO HOME DELIVERY FOR ALL THE GOODS

6. our relationship with brands is... LONG-TERM, PERSONAL, LOYAL AND CONSERVATIVE... WE ARE HAPPY TO SHARE LOTS OF PERSONAL DATA WITH BRANDS AND WE TRUST THEM TO PROVIDE WHAT'S BEST FOR US... WE WANT PRODUCTS TO BE EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE

7. we use the internet and technology... HEAVILY... TO FIND THE BEST DEALS AND PURCHASE BASIC SUPPLIES... TO SCRUTINISE THE ORIGIN AND QUALITY OF PRODUCTS

8. we think that sustainability is... CRITICAL... A MATTER ON WHICH GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS TAKE THE LEAD, WHILE FRUGALITY AND A 'WASTE NOT, WANT NOT' ATTITUDE ARE ALREADY THE NORM FOR US
‘I’m in your hands’
the journey to this world

In the UK, parliament passes a bill to reintroduce National Service for the first time since 1960. A leading supermarket wins the waste-recycling contract for one of its municipalities.

2013

In the UK, parliament passes a bill to reintroduce National Service for the first time since 1960. A leading supermarket wins the waste-recycling contract for one of its municipalities.

A major brand launches its new wellbeing service, where all bathroom and kitchen appliances are leased and all FMCG products are supplied on an annual basis to individual households.

2015

A major brand launches its new wellbeing service, where all bathroom and kitchen appliances are leased and all FMCG products are supplied on an annual basis to individual households.

Personal carbon quotas come into force for many residents across Europe.

2017

Personal carbon quotas come into force for many residents across Europe.

25% of European farmers are directly employed by supermarkets.

Governments set binding targets for the retail sector, to help maintain fish stocks in local waters.

2019

25% of European farmers are directly employed by supermarkets.

Governments set binding targets for the retail sector, to help maintain fish stocks in local waters.

The proportion of people regularly attending worship is double what it was in 2011.

2020

The proportion of people regularly attending worship is double what it was in 2011.

A number of National Parks have been stripped of their status to allow for more intensive farming.

Blimpfreight, the world’s leading airship distribution company, floats on the London Stock Exchange.

The world’s largest retailer merges with the world’s largest fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) company.

2014

The world’s largest retailer merges with the world’s largest fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) company.

The first completely staff-less grocery store opens in Hamburg, with innovations including a bank of taps for liquid refills such as milk and fabric softener.

2016

The first completely staff-less grocery store opens in Hamburg, with innovations including a bank of taps for liquid refills such as milk and fabric softener.

Road pricing is introduced on all motorways and trunk roads in England and Wales.

2018

Road pricing is introduced on all motorways and trunk roads in England and Wales.

The 6th UK carbon budget is agreed, introducing individual household carbon targets.

2019

The 6th UK carbon budget is agreed, introducing individual household carbon targets.

The European Union’s economy has only grown by 10% since 2011.

2020

The European Union’s economy has only grown by 10% since 2011.

Strawberries are no longer imported and only available in supermarkets in the summer.

2017

Strawberries are no longer imported and only available in supermarkets in the summer.

The proportion of people regularly attending worship is double what it was in 2011.

2019

The proportion of people regularly attending worship is double what it was in 2011.

A number of National Parks have been stripped of their status to allow for more intensive farming.

Blimpfreight, the world’s leading airship distribution company, floats on the London Stock Exchange.
‘I’m in your hands’
products and services

1. retailer leased equipment
Why spend money on a new washing machine when you can rent one directly from us? We provide efficient, cheap-to-run washing machines, dishwashers, microwaves, cookers, fridges and freezers, each with a lifetime supply of products designed specifically for use with them. And if any part of your machine wears out we’ll provide a fully reconditioned replacement, absolutely free. We’ll also service your products regularly and upgrade them with the latest software to keep them running well.

2. cradle to grave
In association with your neighbourhood church, we look after all your lifelong service needs. Everything you want for a long and happy life will be provided by a company you trust. Included in the contract is advice on major purchases, energy and water services, insurance, pensions, healthcare and funeral care, wedding planning, holidays and lifelong learning. Sign up at birth to get an extra discount.

3. cook no more
Why buy ingredients and cook them when you can buy delicious meals for delivery from your local supermarket? Forget the grotty kebab shop or pizza-on-a-scooter and get your meals from us - we’ll cook up anything you like from the store and deliver within the hour.

4. tastier medicine
Dispense with pharmacy prescriptions just take your medicine with your food. We offer personalised health products for your particular condition. Whether it’s a smoothie with added statins, or rice fortified with iron, we can make pill packets a thing of the past.

5. made-to-measure
Also available are our made-to-measure diet plans, including delicious nutritious meals, and clothing with nutrition patches. Through our association with your own National Health Service doctor, these patches could save your life. Our range includes underwear impregnated with vitamins or caffeine.

Give us access to your biometric monitoring device and we’ll be able to tailor your health service even better, incorporating all the stats on your daily vitals.

6. benefits collection
Register with us to collect all your state benefits in-store. Spend your benefits on-site and save more. Tick ‘yes’ to give us access to your benefits data and help us provide you with the products that suit you best.
‘I’m in your hands’
products and services

1. Retailer-leased equipment
   - Lifetime supply of rental products

2. Cradle to grave
   - Neighbourhood church
   - Supermarket delivery
   - Delicious meals cooked in-store

3. Cook no more
   - In-store benefits collection
   - Benefit discounts

4. Tastier medicine
   - In-store benefits collection
   - Benefit discounts

5. Made-to-measure
   - Biometric monitoring device
   - Underwear impregnated with vitamins
   - Tailored health service: Andy’s vital stats

6. Benefits collection
   - Tailored health service: Andy’s vital stats

(return to contents page)
what is the state of the economy?
The recession that started a decade ago has left its mark. Although growth has resumed, it is slow, and credit is more tightly regulated as a result of the personal debt crisis. Overall, the tax burden has increased in line with a higher dependency ratio. Many developed countries, while still playing a role in the global economy are, increasingly, looking to promote local manufacturing and food production so as to reduce reliance on a shaky world trading system.

what is the role of government?
There has been a surprising move towards the centralisation of governments. Public sectors work closely with big business to deliver essential services. Many NGOs are also counted as important delivery partners, and have significant executive powers. Care of the elderly, for example, is coordinated in large part by a coalition of national charities and government departments.

Legislation has become more interventionist. In particular, many governments take a hard line on sustainable development issues. Some governments have even banned some environmental ‘bads’, such as SUVs (except the electric ones) and diesel lawnmowers.

how has society changed?
Social cohesion is up, trust in institutions has risen and the wealth gap has begun to narrow. People spend more time with their close friends and families, and focus on quality of life. The sense of nationhood is strong but at the same time inclusive. With religious worship growing, faith groups and organisations play a more central role in society. The armed forces are expanding, and are widely used for community work. Intellectuals worry about conformity in people’s lives – will it slow down innovation and learning?

On the whole, people are willing to be regulated to achieve shared goals, and there is generally a consensus approach to governance. Some areas of regulation are more contentious: the relaxed privacy laws, for example, have been the subject of repeated NGO campaigns. Immigration is another sensitive issue, with perceptions that it leads to more pressure on services and causes further regulation and cut-backs. Race riots occasionally break out in some parts of the country.

what is the state of the nation’s health?
In what is seen as the most efficient approach from a monetary perspective, primary and secondary services focused on prevention take the form of sweeping regulation backed by strong government campaigns on minimum amounts of exercise and dietary guidance. Many workplaces have mandatory exercise breaks. As a result, the incidence of chronic disease is falling, the nation is generally healthier and obesity hasn’t risen as much as anticipated. There is, however, little money available for specialist drugs when ill health does strike – and those in a so-called ‘underclass’ aren’t eligible for free healthcare because they don’t abide by government regulations.
what is the state of international relations?
Global trade has not grown consistently in the past decade, and in some years it has actually contracted. Some observers have called this “the retreat of globalisation”. There are strong international agreements around particular aspects of sustainable development, but concerns about targets being missed by rich countries, which prioritise their own wellbeing.

what is the role of business in society?
Big businesses are working with governments to help deliver desirable social and economic outcomes, and the public expects nothing less. Brands are strong, and act as the vehicle for long-term relationships with the consumer. Trusted, reliable, paternalistic brands do well in this world.

how has transport infrastructure changed?
Infrastructure hasn’t changed significantly since the early years of the 21st century, although it is now regulated and run much more efficiently. Transport infrastructure is running at capacity. Congestion remains a problem on the roads, despite the fact that fuel costs have soared, and the use of pricing mechanisms which regulate road use to ensure that it is as efficient as possible. Coach travel is booming, with dedicated motorway lanes and coach stations at major motorway junctions.

what has happened to supply chains?
Supply chains are simpler as a result of vertical integration. A small number of companies dominate the sector, with the big retailers progressively buying out their suppliers. Transport infrastructure is used efficiently by the retail sector. New options for freight, such as very long freight trains and airships, have freed up some road capacity as well as replacing some conventional air freight. Tight regulations ensure that freight transport utilisation rates are as high as possible.

how has energy infrastructure changed?
Energy generation remains centralised, although small breakaway local networks are slowly growing in number and importance. Centralised grids are regulated and run much more efficiently than a decade ago. The relatively easy availability of coal has prompted strong investment in clean-coal technology, but carbon capture and storage (CCS) has yet to be rolled out at scale, having suffered from numerous technical hurdles. Meanwhile, demand for energy has fallen significantly as a result of wide-ranging efficiency measures, including better transmission technology. Oil prices, however, have soared, in part because of the lack of well-developed alternatives (especially in the transport sector). High carbon pricing has also contributed to making energy from fossil fuels very expensive.
Food security in particular is high on most countries’ agendas. Strong nations have centrally directed and planned food policies, maximising the efficiency of their land use through subsidies, using new biotechnologies like genetic modification, and stockpiling food where they can. In the face of these efficiency pressures, and greater automation, the difficulty of maintaining the number and quality of jobs in the sector is a contentious issue.

The pre-eminence of national priorities such as food security does mean that global sustainability slips down the public agenda. There is less focus on the social and economic potential of international trade.
‘I’m in your hands’ shopping experience

what are we asking for?
Consumers want to be looked after. They want to trust businesses and governments to provide what is best for them. Less interested in shopping as a leisure activity, they want the products they buy to be effective and durable. Shopping is more functional than it used to be, with consumers often choosing processed foods and specific services. The average consumer doesn’t have much spare income, and price has to come first – but there’s still a significant market for ‘treats’, as consumers trade up on occasional indulgence products. Most consumers will happily commit to long-term contracts, hire-purchase agreements and similar ‘tied in’ arrangements, if it means better quality and value for money.

where do products come from?
Many western countries have become more self-sufficient in food and household products. In part this is the result of government drives for food security. Other drivers include rising transport and distribution costs.

how do we use the internet?
The internet is heavily used. It has largely replaced the supermarket as a means of obtaining basic supplies, and is used across the piece to automate systems, mainly via the ubiquitous use of electronic tags (such as RFID tags) to track the location and status of all kinds of products. Not only does this enable retailers to know when a consumer has used up a given product but it also makes products comprehensibly traceable in respect of exactly where everything comes from, how it was produced, by whom and to what standards. This has undoubtedly increased supplier standards, but it can make it difficult for consumers to access anything produced by smaller, uncertified suppliers.

where do we shop? which new companies do we buy from?
Big retailers increasingly dominate the high street, where many shops are essentially just showrooms: people come and browse, place an order, and then have their purchase delivered along with their normal regular shopping. Smaller high streets, especially in lower-density settlements, are in economic decline, with chains withdrawing and other shops closing down.

Companies are consolidating as a means of managing reputation risk and taking more control over operations. Many companies in the retail sector own the whole sequence of operations from production through to sales and disposal. It is a world of big business, where small or independent organisations find it difficult to make headway. However, large and trusted brands from outside the sector are moving into the retail space, where they can prove highly competitive, notably in such areas as the provision of service contracts.
how do we use other technology?
There has been a slight decline in spending on research and development in recent years. Fewer new technologies are being brought to market, but there have been significant advances in systems and networking technology in particular. The pharmaceutical industry increasingly aims to deliver drug treatments via foodstuffs, clothing and other household items, such as conditioner, face cream or even bed linen.

For consumers, technology is often the route to the best deal when shopping. Many retailers make time-limited special offers available to people in the vicinity of their store, alerting potential customers to these offers via instant messaging to their personal devices.

what media do we use?
The media industry remains quite centralised and regulated, despite the increased use of the internet. By contrast, much brand communication is highly targeted, and brands can exploit the huge amount of personal information in their possession in order to deliver highly personalised messages to consumers. In general, people place much more trust in central and brand-based sources than in user-generated media, which feel very ephemeral and often inconsequential.

how do we engage with retailers and brands?
Brands are the all-powerful tools for consumer engagement, especially those with a long heritage. Traditional advertising, through print, broadcast media and online, remains relatively healthy. Relationships with consumers are strong, with some retailers even operating compulsory loyalty card schemes. Consumers are accustomed to the fact that retailers and other organisations own a lot of data about them (based on their transactions, daily activity and online profiles), and they trust that this will be used to provide them with better, more personal services.

how do we view sustainability?
People view sustainability as critical. In the last decade the vulnerability of the global economy to resource constraints and unsustainable activity has been clearly felt. Resource intensity is a key sustainability issue; frugality is the norm, and a ‘waste not, want not’ attitude prevails amongst consumers. There is some resentment that the ‘good times’ of the noughties seem so distant, but for others the benefits of closer communities and simpler lives far outweigh any perceived loss.

how do we view climate change?
There has been a global agreement on climate change, which has set binding targets for all countries. Most people believe that governments should take the lead in combating climate change, making whatever changes are necessary to protect the nation’s wellbeing. They trust the latest climate science, and, as extreme weather becomes more frequent, they see climate change as a very real threat to national security, to food production, to infrastructure and to vulnerable sectors of the population. As for their attitudes to what they buy, consumers expect products and services to be low-carbon as a matter of course.
Suzie’s shampoo story

1. Suzie doesn’t have much spare income or time. She’s been meaning to switch to one of the many branded bathrooms she’s heard her friends talk about. She likes the thought of not having to worry about keeping stocked up with products and having at least one room in her house that’s sorted out for her.

She checks her compare-app to see which one will suit her best.

2. Suzie decides to watch a few promotional videos from the different brands before deciding which one to go with – as she’s planning on signing the much cheaper 24-month contract, she wants to get it right!

She eventually goes with Clenz 24/7, owned by the same super-brand she buys her detergent from, as she knows she can trust them.

3. Suzie gives Clenz 24/7 her details – including her skin type, hair type and fragrance preferences as well as her front-door code. When she gets back from work the following day, she’s delighted to see her new bathroom ready to go!
4. Suzie is particularly pleased with the coordinated design she chose for the various refillable containers – for things that are going to be in her home for a long time she wanted to pick something really smart that fits in with her minimalistic taste. Her bathroom looks very slick now!

5. Driven by water conservation and energy saving, none of Clenz 24/7’s innovative shampoos require consumers to ‘lather, rinse and repeat’, encouraging sparing use instead. Suzie appreciates this as it saves her money. She knows it helps the environment too, but that’s not really her problem – she can rely on the brands she buys to do the legwork on that.

6. Six months on, and Suzie is pleased with her bathroom service. She’s made a few tweaks to fragrances online and has added Clenz 24/7’s make-up range to it as well. Another thing off her mind! She tends to forget that someone pops in every now and then to refill and clean the containers.
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To find out more and join the debate on sustainable consumption visit: http://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/consumer-futures/overview